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QUESTION 1

Which of the following statements regarding the benefitsof using XML is FALSE? 

A. XML is extensible. Since there are no fixed set of tags, new tags can be created as they are needed. 

B. XML is based on a W3C standard, and is endorsed by software industry market leaders. Therefore, you are locked
into using their technology. 

C. XML is self-describing. XML documents can be stored without schema definitions, because they contain meta data in
the form of tags and attributes. 

D. XML facilitates the comparison and aggregation of data. The tree structure of XML documents allows documents to
be compared and aggregated efficiently element by element. 

E. XML is simple to use. Information coded in XML is easy to read and understand. It lets you identify your information
in an accurate, flexible and adaptable way, allowingfor easier integration with other systems. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Which one of the following is a valid if/then/else XFDL compute? 

A. if (CHECK1.value == \\'on\\') then (FIELD1.value) else (\\'\\') 

B. CHECK1.value == \\'on\\' ? FIELD1.value : \\'\\' 

C. if {CHECK1.value == \\'on\\'} then {FIELD1.value} else {\\'\\'} 

D. CHECK1.value == \\'on\\' : FIELD1.value ? \\'\\' 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

Mary wants to convert an existing PDF form into an XFDL form using IBM Forms Designer. Which of following
statements does NOT occur during the conversion process? 

A. Creation of fields. 

B. Creation of validation rules. 

C. Creation of navigation buttons. 

D. Generation of an XForms data model for the converted form. 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 4

A form developer has enclosed an XML schema containing some choices (described in XML schema as an
enumeration) for certain nodes in the XML document. Are these choices available to the form developer? 

A. No, they must be added manually. 

B. No, they are auto-generated at run time. 

C. Yes, but they must be generated using athird party tool, then enclosed as an instance into the form. 

D. Yes, the choices are created automatically and placed into a separate instance. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

You can modify the text and questions of the signature dialog for all of the following signature types EXCEPT which
one? 

A. GenericRSA 

B. Signature Pad 

C. Authenticated Clickwrap 

D. Clickwrap 

Correct Answer: A 
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